The Alive Workplace
Putting Life into Work Life Balance
ONE DAY LIVE WORKSHOP

INCLUDED FOR FREE
12 WEEK ACCESS to online course
“The Alive Academy”
PLUS BONUS GIFT: Linda's Book:
“Quick Shift - The Busy Persons
Guide to getting their life Back”

Presented by:

GIVE YOURSELF AND YOUR
ORGANIZATION AN ENERGY BOOST
Linda and Beth will lead you through an educational, hands-on and highly humorous ride
that will re-focus, re-energize and re-invent how you see your life and your work.
Their no BS and very humorous approach, stacked up with relevant and easy solutions will
get you, your organization and teams back on track. Providing clear vision and tools for
you to take back your work day and your personal life again.

You Will Learn:
Change, what’s really getting in the way of you moving forward?
Clutter, Chaos and Clarity, how we sabotage our success with every type of clutter.
Fatigue, tools to re-energize and re-engage yourself and your teams.
“Can I give you some feedback?” Coaching and communication with humility and
authenticity.
Dealing with Difficult People – how do you work with those who seem impossible?
Building strong teams – when personality styles clash – how do you remain productive
AND friendly?
Leading with Values or don’t lead at all.
Choose a slice of the planet. Giving Back
Laughter, why you simply must have more fun at work.
Breaking Busy – Why busyness, our new norm, is making us sick, depleting our energy
and literally causing accidents in our workplaces and our homes.

One Day Live Workshop
October 4th
Calgary, AB
9:00 am - 4:30 pm

Register Now

Program Facilitators
Linda Edgecombe | CSP, lHall of Fame Speaker
Linda is an award-winning Celebrity Humorist Speaker, trainer, and consultant. For the
past 27 years, her footprint is seen and experienced around the world. Her mission is to
get people Fired up and Ready to Shift or Get off the Pot!
Linda’s no-BS approach is refreshing, engaging and relevant. Her latest book and Ted Talk,
is a game changer for those who want to step off the treadmill.

Beth Hanishewski
Beth is an international trainer, author and coach who teaches people the art of life
mastery. She has shared the stage with some of the world’s top speakers including Jack
Canfield, Robin Sharma, Lisa Nichols and Mike Dooley in Australia, the United States, and
Canada.
Beth teaches people the simple secrets of life bliss and teaches powerful systems for
personal and professional transformation that are innovative, and yet incredibly simple.
She has been called “the Swiss Army knife of coaches” with a knack for simplifying the
most complex problems into small doable steps.

